All our students respect the property of others.ışık

We don’t damage other people’s property—so we take care not to break anyone’s calculators, tear anyone’s books, or make marks on the school walls.ışık

We don’t take other people’s property without asking, so we don’t borrow even a pencil or sheet of paper without asking and getting permission, and we certainly don’t take and keep things that don’t belong to us.ışık

We understand that people own the songs, artwork, and stories that they make up, so we don’t take or use anyone’s “intellectual property” without permission.ışık

When we have permission to use someone else’s ideas, we are careful to say “thank you” publicly to the person who had the original ideas. We take pride in the things we own, especially things we have created, and respect the rights of everyone else to the things they own.ışık